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Abstract. An increasing number of electronic devices employ touchscreens as 
the operating method. Among these devices, smartphones have exhibited the 
most rapid development. To achieve more impressive visual effects, the size of 
smartphone displays has gradually increased. However, the resulting disadvan-
tage is that these devices cannot be operated using one hand. In situations where 
users must operate the phone with one hand, some screen areas cannot be 
reached by their thumb. Thus, the demand for one-handed operation remains. 
This demand is related to operating convenience, which is obviously not pro-
vided by existing products. This study analyzes touchscreen cell phones with 
varying screen sizes, from 2.55 to 5.3 in, currently available on the market to 
examine the efficiency of one-handed operation by investigating four operating 
directions, that is, diagonal, horizontal, vertical, and center-cross. In addition, a 
customized application was developed to record the operating sequences, fre-
quencies, numbers of errors, and positions of errors to understand the effect that 
display sizes have on one-handed operation. According to the analysis results, 
4-in touchscreen cell phones generated the fewest operating errors, and 3-in 
touchscreen cell phones provided the shortest operating time. To obtain optimal 
visual effects, the implementation of 4-in screens for touchscreen cell phones 
may be the best option for one-handed operation. 
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1 Foreword 

Next-generation products such as smartphones and touchscreen tablets have conti-
nuously stimulated consumer demand (Len 2012). Users commonly play games, 
watch videos, and browse webpages using their smartphones, which also enhance 
users’ interpersonal relationships and emotional communication (Lee and Lin 2006). 
Considering the number of sales, consumers desire smartphones with larger screens 
and a higher display quality (Lin 2012). Endeavoring to satisfy consumer desires, 
manufacturers have continued to create cell phones with larger displays and higher 
resolutions (Chang 2006), rapidly popularizing touchscreen smartphones. Conse-
quently, larger and more detailed screens have become the primary developmental 
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trend. Although large-size screens increase users’ comfort when using the devices, if 
screens exceed a certain size, such as a 5.3-in screen, the ability to operate the device 
with one hand is sacrificed (David 2011). However, the one-handed operation of a 
large-screen cell phone poses a risk of users dropping the phone because of an inse-
cure one-handed grip. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 1, if users hold a large-screen 
cell phone with one hand, some screen areas cannot be reached easily with their 
thumb (Dustin 2011). 

 

Fig. 1. Thumb-tapping range (Dustin 2011) 

According to previous research (Chang 2006), the optimum strategy for improving 
cell phone operation is to design procedures that can be completed using only one 
hand. For convenience, most people operate devices such as remote controls, cell 
phones, and PDAs with one hand (Shih 2009). In addition, most users performing 
dialing and conversing operations using only one hand when moving around (Karlson 
et al. 2006). Surveys regarding the behavioral environments of cell phone operation 
have shown that cell phones are primarily used when users are moving and standing, 
when one-handed operation is more comfortable. Whereas when resting places are 
provided or when users are seated, the higher environmental comfort facilitates in-
creased two-handed operation. However, in most situations, only one hand is used for 
operation (Karlson et al. 2006). 

Existing studies regarding smartphone interfaces have focused on the button size 
and spacing (Chang 2011), the button shape (Chen 2002), touchable areas (Huang 
2010), and how the button sizes and input methods are related to gestures (Lee and 
Kuo 2004). These studies analyzed the elements of user interfaces (UIs), but did not 
discuss issues related to various sizes. Therefore, this study investigates and conducts 
experiments regarding existing touch models, identifying the optimal display size for 
one-handed operation of smartphones of varying size. Furthermore, this study exam-
ines the influence of the directions of thumb movements by analyzing operating  
efficiency and error rates. 
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2 Literature 

2.1 Touchscreen Interface 

Although touchscreen technology emerged in the 1970s, it was not popularized and 
incorporated into people’s lives until recently. The reasons for this recent populariza-
tion of touchscreens include the widespread use of flat-panel displays, the develop-
ment of manufacturing technology, the decline in costs, the advancement of materials 
technology, and the emergence of UIs specifically designed for touchscreen opera-
tion. These factors have prompted manufacturers to choose touchscreen inter-faces as 
the major UI for their products. From a user perspective, touchscreen interfaces pro-
vide a useful design that is not restricted by technological attractiveness. 

A marketing research survey conducted in the United States in 2009 indicated that 
more than 95% of adults under the age of 45 considered the touchscreen interface to 
be the most usable human-machine interface, and more than 80% of the interviewees 
believed that an operating method using a touchscreen provides a more intuitive and 
usable experience (Pen 2009). Therefore, we can infer that the touchscreen interface, 
because of its intuitive design and applications, will remain significant for product 
development and designs that emphasize user experience. 

2.2 The Relationship between Cell Phone Operation and Palm Size 

When designing handheld devices, to ensure that users can stably and comfortably 
grip the device, a standard palm size must be obtained before beginning the actual 
product design. Therefore, palm sizes have a significant influence on handheld devic-
es (Huang 2010). Users with large palms experience greater difficulty operating small 
handheld devices, whereas users with small palms cannot easily operate large hand-
held devices. According to research regarding the operation of traditional cell phones, 
when operating or inputting text into a standard cell phone with physical buttons, 
changes in button position do not cause significant differences in operating speed or 
accuracy (Chang 2007). In addition, most relevant studies used a fixed cell phone size 
for experiments; even if size was among the concerns of a particular study, the expe-
riments tended to focus on button sizes and the spacing between buttons (Huang 
2011). Studies that concurrently discuss cell phone size and the directions of thumb 
movements are scarce. 

3 Experimental Design 

Using smartphones of various sizes, this study investigated touchscreen interfaces and 
conducted experiments using a customized application to examine the efficiency and 
accuracy of various smartphone sizes. Before the experiments begun, the partici-
pants’ palm sizes were measured for subsequent analysis of the effect that palm size 
has on operating efficiency for smartphones. 
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4 Experimental Results 

All the participants of the experiments were right-handed. Their average palm width 
ranged between 18 and 22.5 cm, and the average thumb lengths ranged between 5.5 
and 6.6 cm. The experimental results can serve as a reference for users with a palm 
width and thumb lengths within these ranges. 

4.1 Operating Time for Cell Phone of Differing Size 

Fig. 5 shows the analysis results for the operating time of various cell phones. Larger 
cell phones required longer operating times. The operating time for a 5.3-in cell phone 
was significantly higher than that for the other cell phones. 
 

 

Fig. 5. Operating time for cell phones of differing size 

4.2 Analysis of the Number of Errors for Cell Phones of Different Size 

After the participants had finished operating the smartphones according to the expe-
rimental procedures, the number of errors generated on each cell phone was compiled 
in statistical form and analyzed. The data showed that the cell phone size was not 
directly proportional to the error rates. The lowest error rate measured was for the 3.2-
in cell phone, which had an average of 0.5 errors for each participant. This was fol-
lowed by the 4-in cell phone with an average of 0.6 errors. The highest error rate 
measured was for the 5.3-in cell phone, which had an average of 1.55 errors for each 
participant. 

In addition, the 10 smartphones were categorized into three size groups. Smart-
phones that were smaller than 3 in were categorized as small, those between 3.2 and 4 
in were categorized as medium, and those larger than 4.3 in were categorized as large. 
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Table 1 shows the number of errors for each experiment; the results show that opera-
tions in the diagonal direction resulted in the highest number of errors. This suggests 
that diagonal operations were more difficult for the participants, especially with larger 
smartphones. The second highest number of errors was for operations in the center-
cross direction; however, smaller rather than larger smartphones tended to generate 
center-cross operation errors. 

Table 1. Number of errors 

 
3” and under 3.2” to 4” 

4.3” and 
above 

Total 

Diagonal direction 11 18 52 81 

Horizontal  
direction 

23 18 18 59 

Vertical direction 32 17 13 62 

Center-cross  
direction 

37 23 13 73 

Total 103 76 96 275 

4.3 The Error Distribution for the Interface 

The areas where errors occurred were divided into locations based on the application 
interface. The screen interface configuration shown in Fig. 6 was used to compare the 
total errors in all locations for cell phones of various sizes, as shown in Table 2. The 
10 smartphones were also categorized into three size groups for analysis, as explained 
in the previous section. 
 
 

    

Fig. 6. Configuration of the screen interface locations 
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The findings listed in Table 2 are as follows: (a) For small cell phones, C errors 
were more likely to occur, and B-R errors were the least likely to occur; (b) for me-
dium-sized cell phones, the number of C-R errors was the highest, and the number of 
B-R errors was the lowest; and (c) for large cell phones, the number of B-R errors was 
the highest, and that of T-C errors was the lowest. 

Table 2. Sum of errors for all locations and sizes 
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4.4 Time Required for Movements in Various Directions 

Fig. 7 shows the time required for movements in various directions; the results indi-
cate that T-R>B-L operations required comparatively more time. This may be  
because of the longer moving distance, or because the right-handedness of the 
 

 

Fig. 7. Time required for movements in various directions 
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participants obstructed the movements. The directions that required more time in-
cluded B-R>T-L, because of the longer distance and movement obstruction, and T-
L>B-L, because these two locations could not be easily reached with the participants’ 
right thumb; they had to adjust their hand position to complete the movement. The 
fastest movement in this figure was T-L>T-R and C-R>C-L, which are locations 
above the center of the screen, which is more reachable with the thumb when holding 
a cell phone. 

5 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The experiments were followed by a questionnaire survey regarding the participants’ 
preferences. The participants all agreed that cell phones ranging between 3 and 4 in 
were more user-friendly. The 3.2-in cell phone was rated the optimum size. This may 
be related to the experimental results that showed superior operating speeds for the 3- 
and 4-in cell phones. Finally, the participants were instructed to select their favorite 
cell phones without considering the number of errors and operating speed. Their 
choices were not restricted by size because although small cell phones can be com-
fortably gripped, large cell phones provide superior visual effects. However, most of 
the participants considered large cell phones difficult to hold with one hand. 

Smartphones measuring 3 to 4 in could be operated with greater efficiency and ac-
curacy. The operating time increased for smartphones larger than 4.7 in. Regarding 
error rates, operating errors were the least likely to occur in the bottom-right of the 
interface for all sizes of smartphones. To respond to future trends for developing large 
cell phones, interface or exterior designers can reference the results of this study. The 
researchers will employ the same methods to conduct research with a greater number 
of participants, including left-handed people, and analyze the participants’ palm 
width. 
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